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TEACHER: Maria Margońska
DAY 1
July 1, 2015
WEDNESDAY
38ºCelsius!!

Oh, what a day! The Spanish summer temperatures are really too
much for everybody: the adults, the kids and of course us, the Polish
teachers. I felt a bit uneasy that the participants would not come, in
the first place – after all for them the holidays have just started. But
they did and that in great number of …… If it was not for Marisa’s
help, it would be impossible to work in such numerous groups.

I guess it was a good idea to start with the PowerPoint to let them know
where we come from, about our town and the project in general.
After the official opening of the Summer Camp we went on with the activities. First all
together in the school yard – quite a crowd! – then in three groups in the classrooms.
My Group 3 of 10 – 11 year-olds + 7 Mums + 1 Dad turned out to be
full of energy (apart from the heat !) and it quickly turned out that it is the kids who
can teach their parents not vice- versa. However, they all quickly understood the
PLEASE idea of learning/teaching together.
DAY 2
July 2, 2015
THURSDAY

We revised food vocabulary and played the memory game. Both the
adults and the children enjoyed it a lot. The school is not airconditioned which is a real pain in the middle of the Spanish
summer.

The next step was showing them the free website they can use to play the memory
game online.

Needless to say, it was the children who took the lead again, mothers rather
watching at first, but then willingly joined in practising with the interactive white board.
DAY 3
July 2, 2015
FRIDAY

Friday was the carefully planned TOWN TRIP. Rocio took the
position at the swimming pool and me circled between the school
and the DESPENSA supermarket. I would have never supposed that
the distance covered by car in no time would take me so long to walk
– specially in that temperature!!
They set off in 4 groups with different tasks assigned. The
competitive spirit was very much alive.

Team 1 back at the school with the Town Trip reports.

And here is Team 2 successfully back at the school.

Team 3 took the imposing number of photographs on their way through the town.

Team 4 collected various leaves in the town park.

DAY 4
July 6, 2015
MONDAY

Time for local food recipes! Each group was working on a different
recipe to be places in out PLEASE Cookery Book. I explained to
them that names of local dishes should be kept in the original
names. “Pizza” will always be “pizza” no matter where it is served.
And thus they prepared in English the recipes for: gazpacho, tortilla
de patatas (potato omlette), empanada and Calzada cake.

Well cooled Gazpacho is the Spanish hit of 36+ Celsius!!!

No time was left for many activities which I wanted to implement.
DAY 5
July 7, 2015
TUESDAY

Before we moved to the conference hall for the final ceremony, in
groups we practised to sing “When you are happy clap your
hands…”. MaLuisa briefly summed up the SUMMER CAMP
objectives and all participants were given SUMMER CAMP
DIPLOMAS to commemorate the event. Kasia and me distributed
the gifts we had brought from Poland – the reflective bracelets turn
ed out to be the hit of the summer!

Afterwards, we could have enjoyed the final siesta at the Municipality
Swimming Pool. SUMMER CAMP mothers prepared plenty of local
Spanish specialties, among them those we talked about the day
before.

I guess we all enjoyed the intergenerational learning festival. Many had the same
feeling that it was too short. We teachers – because we did not have enough time to
implement all activities that we wanted to try out. Adult – as they only got the
preliminary hint of what it was all about. Maybe the children were happy that they
could finally jump into the piscina ( Spanish for : swimming pool).
Anyway, we managed to show them how to learn English playing together. One of
the fathers said: “OK. So now I am going to give you orders in English when we bake
a cake together”. And that was it! That is was the PLEASE project is all about.

The avalanche was initiated, I hope.

